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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks for inviting CLOCKSS to present to you today.Thanks to you for attending.
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• With print, many copies exist in many different libraries around the world

• With digital, normally libraries do not have a copy; users access the content on the publishers’ 
platforms

• How can libraries and users be sure that digital content will not disappear?

• Preservation requires:
• active management, to ensure that the content data is healthy
• diversity in organization, governance, geography 
• security, forward migration, and legacy 

• Levels of Preservation from the National Digital Stewardship Alliance

Digital preservation… far more than a back-up
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• Scholars rely upon ongoing access to materials
• Scholarly literature is valuable over the long term
• Digital content can disappear from the Web
• Libraries are primary champions for preservation
• CLOCKSS ensures that the content will be available

The Importance of digital preservation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scholars rely on permanent access to digital materials, to conduct their researchLibraries historically as the stewards of preservation on behalf of their communitiesCloud: concerns about security, and proprietary system, single pt of failure, and access cost. Benchmarking. Probable for future incorporation.



Preservation options for library publishers
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• CLOCKSS
• Portico
• Public Knowledge 

Project Preservation 
Network (PKP PN) –
if using OJS

• Your own library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So for example, a library with a publishing service might wish to consider these sorts of approaches to digital preservation for publications…
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LOCKSS software and people support a 
myriad of digital preservation services 
and use cases:

• Content type services – for example 
Archive-IT, CLOCKSS and the PKP 
Preservation Network

• Institutional services – for example 
the Global LOCKSS network for local 
post-cancellation access 

• National services – for example in 
Brazil, Canada, and the US

LOCKSS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me start with LOCKSS – which is a name for freely available opensource preservation software developed at Stanford, and a team in the digital library service there, for an alliance of financial supporters, and for one of the many communities that use the software.The LOCKSS team can help others build or integrate digital preservation solutions. This includes not just technical setup but consulting on administration, candidate content, community and organization, finances, policies, staffing, and technology. Once the network is operational, the LOCKSS Program can provide ongoing technical support and it continues to develop the opensource LOCKSS software. They can host networks for you, or help you host a network locally and integrate it with other library services. LOCKSS is currently developing new software called LOCKSS AS a WEB SERVICE (LAWS) and user libraries will be asked to update their software in the coming months.LOCKSS is recruiting for a community manager, in case ICOLC members have any suggestions! 



Things to know about CLOCKSS
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• Community owned and governed
• Dark archive, keeping scholarship safe
• Triggered content made available Open Access
• World class preservation technology
• Contains:

• 46 million journal articles
• 260,000 books
• Essential metadata, e.g. CrossRef DOIs
• New content types, e.g. enhanced ebooks

• Content submission via file transfer or web harvest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLOCKSS is a trusted digital archive for the scholarly record, and is a collaboration between world leading research libraries and academic publishers. We are a community governed and supported not-for-profit organization with an active global community of more than 300 libraries and 300 publishers. The CLOCKSS mission is to keep the scholarly record safe. We do this by providing a dark archiving service. The technology we use to deliver our preservation services was developed in the Stanford University libraries with whom we continue to have a close and special relationship. Mirror repository sites at 12 major academic institutions around the world guarantee long-term preservation and access. Our approach is resilient to threats from potential technological, economic, environmental and political failures.CLOCKSS is a dark archive which means we preserve the content entrusted to us in a highly secure environment which is not accessible to users unless a trigger event occurs. Trigger events are when the content has disappeared, or is about to disappear, from the web. CLOCKSS assigns Creative Commons Open Access licenses to all triggered publications to ensure they always remain available and openly accessible to everyone. Triggered content is made available via our website https://clockss.org/triggered-content/ and via Stanford and Edinburgh libraries. It is discoverable via OCLC and we provide metadata in KBART and other formats.The service is provided over world class preservation technology. Built with proven LOCKSS open-source technology, CLOCKSS preserves scholarly publications in original formats. A polling-and-repair mechanism ensures the long-term validity of the data.Trustworthy Repositories Audit and Certification from the Centre for Research Libraries: CLOCKSS received the highest possible scores for Tech + Org InfrastructureWe can ingest static content via FTP or dynamic content via web harvestCLOCKSS contains: 46 million journal articles260,000 booksEssential metadata, e.g. CrossRef DOIsNew content types e.g. enhanced ebooks; interactive scholarly worksEXTRA DETAIL IF NEEDEDTRAC audit perfect score for technology; see David Rosenthal’s blog http://blog.dshr.org/2014/07/trac-certification-of-clockss-archive.htmlRe-certification November 2018	Nodes North AmericaIndiana U, OCLC, Rice U, Stanford U, U Virginia, U AlbertaEuropeU Edinburgh, Humboldt U Berlin, Catholic University MilanAsia/PacificNII Japan, Australian National UOA triggersRigorous rules and practices Bylaws require 75% Board vote in favor, with no more than 2 voting against a trigger65 triggered journals, of 25,000 in the system; ~1 million article downloads per year, 20,000 DOI resolutions per monthTriggered journals are open access via CLOCKSS, hosted at Stanford and Edinburgh UniversitiesCreative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works LicenseCloud: concerns about security, and proprietary system, single pt of failure, and access cost. Benchmarking. Probable for future incorporation.https://www.clockss.org/clocksswiki/files/File_Transfer_Guidelines_-_CLOCKSS.pdfhttps://www.clockss.org/clocksswiki/files/Web_Harvest_Guidelines_-_CLOCKSS.pdf



CLOCKSS Costs – Library Publishers
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Annual fee: 
$242 if annual revenue <$250,000
One-time set-up fee: 
$1000 minimum
Ingest fees: 
$0.25/article, first 100/year free
$3/book, first 10/year free

When university library is a supporter, we offer a discount to publishers at the same university.  
Discounts begin at $100.00 for revenues under $250,000.00 and scale up. 



CLOCKSS – Governance

• Community governance: Board of Directors equally 
comprised by libraries and publishers

• Funded by publisher fees and voluntary library 
contributions; publisher agreements

• Free-standing 501(c)(3) US-based non-profit

• Succession Plan announced November 2018

• Financially stable
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Board 12 each.ExCo: chairs Mimi Calter, Stanford, and  Duncan  Campbell, Wiley, treasurer SIAM, secretary Alberta, and two at-large AMA and MilanTrustee Comm. Succession Plan 4 nodes. Stanford, Alberta, Edinburgh, Humboldt
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• Adding journal backfiles and books

• Broader range of scholarly outputs

• Engaging with libraries

• Asia Pacific, South America, and the Global 
South

• Disappearing journals 

2021 Priorities

Strategic Affiliate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We continue to add journal and book content to CLOCKSS and are committed to increased transparency so that libraries and publishers know what content is in CLOCKSS and know what is going on with CLOCKSS.Scholarship is changing, and so too are the scholarly outputs we are asked to preserve. These include software, video, data sets, interactive online scholarly works, metadata, post-publication content, and preprints.In line with our principles of shared governance and partnership working, I’m keen to increase our engagement with libraries and this first opportunity to engage with ICOLC is therefore very welcome. We have also recently joined the LPC as a strategic affiliate.The CLOCKSS preservation service is valuable for all libraries and publishers in the world. The Global South is under-represented among CLOCKSS’s supporting libraries and publishers.We are particularly focused right now on how to better support the very smallest long tail of journal publishers.



CNI’s Spring 2021 Virtual Membership Meeting 

Project partners:

Preserving at-risk open access journals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Long-tail” journals are at-risk of disappearing. Project group of five leading organisations best placed to make this workA central hub where from preservation agencies can harvest consistent metadata and full-textOffer free and low-cost options for preservation and access. Phase 1 targets “diamond” OA journals (those with no article processing fees)CLOCKSS - Controlled Lots of Copies Keep Stuff SafeDOAJ - Directory of Open Access JournalsInternet ArchiveKeepers RegistryPKP - Preservation Network, known for OJS



CNI’s Spring 2021 Virtual Membership Meeting 

Awareness among journal 
owners, editors and 
publishers about why 
archiving and preservation 
are important is low.

Problems to solve
1 Journals vanish from the 

Internet taking with them the 
research they published, 
leading to “reference rot” and 
broken URLs.[1]

2 Some archiving and 
preservation solutions that 
exist today come with 
financial and technical 
barriers that prevent some 
journals from taking part

3 There is an initial investment 
in time and tech required by 
each service to set up a new 
journal before content is 
ingested. This can be 
expensive.

4 Communications with 
thousands of small publishers 
and a lack of standard 
practices makes archiving 
difficult.
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Preserving at-risk open access journals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
add 



CNI’s Spring 2021 Virtual Membership Meeting 

Phase 1
There are 7500 DOAJ-indexed, “diamond” 
open access journals not currently archived.

Only journals in DOAJ are accepted:
- ensures that they have an ISSN
- greatly reduces the possibility that they are 
predatory. 

Over 50% of the journals use PKP’s OJS 
journal hosting platform.

Preserving at-risk open access journals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Journals which have answered in their application that they do not actively take part in an archiving program“Diamond” journals do not generate revenue by charging authors or their institutions for publishing in them.Using an ISSN which is the key persistent identifier used between archiving agencies and Keepers Registry.Phase 2: extended to other DOAJ-indexed journals)Intended that the central content hub will be available for other organisations in KEEPERS in a future phase, after CLOCKSS has proven the concept.



CNI’s Spring 2021 Virtual Membership Meeting 

Approach
An initial survey will be sent to 7500 journals to 
gather information on how ready the journal is to 
take part in one of three solutions. Responses will 
divide the journals into 3 groups:

01 Those using an OJS version compatible with the 
PKP PN (3.2+) will be directed to resources that tell them 
how to take part.

02 Those that can produce and export metadata and 
full text will be encouraged to participate in CLOCKSS 

03 Those that cannot produce and export metadata will 
be encouraged to allow Internet Archive to crawl their 
sites

Preserving at-risk open access journals



CNI’s Spring 2021 Virtual Membership Meeting 

Deliverables
A sustainable solution that facilitates archiving 
for unfunded open access journals.

Aggregated archiving data available in 
Keepers Registry.

Goal is at least a 50% reduction in the number 
of “unarchived” journals in DOAJ.

Better documentation and training tools for 
raising awareness on why archiving is good for 
journals.

Preserving at-risk open access journals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps surprisingly, 60% of the vanished journals (from DIAMOND OA study) were based in Europe or North America,showing that this is not only a problem for less well-resourced countries. Individual countrieswith the highest numbers of vanished journals are USA (51) and India (21).Publisher typeUniversity/institution/society 85Commercial publisher/company 25Single journal 22Predatory publisher 39Other/unknown 5Many of the vanished journals originate from universities, institutions or societies, indicating theneed for robust preservation policies to support such publishers. Just over 20% came frompredatory publishers (based on checking a version of Beall’s list), although it is probable thatmore could be identified with additional research. The USA is the biggest source of predatoryjournals in the list, with 22 from one publisher alone, followed by India.



CLOCKSS holdings are publicly reported in the 
Keepers Registry:  https://keepers.issn.org

https://clockss.org
cvandyck@clockss.org

awise@clockss.org
@wisealic
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please do not hesitate to contact us. Happy to talk about preservation, whether it is technical, policy, or practices.
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Appendix



CLOCKSS costs – libraries
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- Libraries Materials Budgets - - Annual Contribution -

Under $1 million $485

$1 - 2 million $645

$2 - 3 million $1,290

$3 - 4 million $1,940

$4 - 5 million $2,585

$5 - 7 million $3,230

$7 - 9 million $4,515

$9 - 11 million $5,810

$11 - 13 million $7,100

$13 - 15 million $8,395

$15 - 20 million $9,680

$20 - 25 million $12,905

Over $25 million $16,140

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historically some consortium members have received discounts, but the basis for these is lost in the mists of time. It would be great to work with ICOLC and its members to develop an equitable, transparent approach.
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